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Nos. 52-53.] MAN. (1905. 
The system of classification which I propose is to bring the card to be allocated 
always into the centre of the limits of a compartment. This is done by making the 
limits of a compartment movable instead of fixed, as in the Bertillon system. 
To explain the nature of the system let us suppose that all the record cards in our 
register are arranged according to lengths, and that the maximum variation between 
two successive measurements of the same person is 4 mm. I take the head length of 
the individual to be tested (say 195), aud form the length limits by adding On and 
subtracting 4 mm. The limits are thus 191 and 199. It is practically certain that the 
card of the tested individual will be in the bundle of cards between these two limits. 
This bundle is subdivided in the same way by means of the other dimensions. The 
final small group of cards will contain the card of the tested iudividual, if it is already 
in the register, and if it is not in the register that fact will be ascertained in every case 
by a single search. 
In the actual carrying out of this system the labour will be greatly reduced by 
numbering the whole series of cards in the register and forming au index of the numbers 
on sheets of section paper. The numbers can thus be classified according to three dimen- 
sions simultaneously, and the number of cards in the final group may thus be reduced to 
a small fraction forthwith. The same process may be repeated on the final group with 
otlher dimensions if necessary. 
The dimensions measured should be very slightly correlated. 
But the effects of correlation as well as of inaccuracy of measurement may be 
almost completely counteracted by increasing the numbers of dimensions measured. 
The present finger-print system in use at Scotland-Yard must have a greater margin 
of inaccuracy in classification than measurements of dimensions, because the finger- 
prints are classified on ihe type system, and there must always be a large number of 
crosses between the standard types, which lie within the margin of uncertainty. 
Certain cases of mistaken identification which have recently occurred appear to 
indicate that this uncertainty about the finger-print system is by no means a negligeable 
quantity. J. GRAY. 
New Guinea: Tatuing. Haddon. 
Tatuing at Hula, British Now Guinea. By A. C. Haddon, Sc.D., ; 
F.R.S. VW 
Among the members of the Motu stock of British New Guinea it is customary for 
the women to be richly tatued, and, usually, for the men to be less so. The two 
photographs were taken by my colleague, the late Anthony Wilkin, to illustrate the method 
of tatuing, alo, at Hula (or Bulaa), in 
the Central District. The designs to be 
tatued are first painted on the skin 
(Fig. 1) by means of a thin stick, 
such as the midrib of the leaflet of a. 
coconut palm. They are then pricked 
in (Fig. 2) by tappiDg the tatuing 
needle with a small stick, oa, the- 
knocking end of which is bound round 
with strips of banana leaf, gi; the- 
handle of the hammer is called kwari.. 
Tle tatuing-needle, kini, is a small 
portion of a branch from which a long 
thorn projects. The paint is made 
from burnt resin, and it is mixed into. 
paste in a smsall clay vessel which isn FIG. 1.. 
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used only for this purpose; these vessels have a foot by which they are held, and in, 
this respect are quite unlike any other vessel made by the Motuans. The first account of' 
the tatuing practised by the Motu is that given by W. Y. Ttirner (Joutrn. Anthr. Inst., 
VII., 1878, p. 470); a little addi- 
tional information is given by W. G. 
Lawes (loc. cit., VIII., 1879, p. 369). 
By far the greater part of our know- 
ledge of the tatuing of the Motu and 
allied tribes is due to 0. Finsch 
(Mittheil. d. Anthrop. Gesells., Wien, 
XV., 1885; translated into French in 
Rev. d'Ethnogr., V., 1886, p. 49); 
this admirable description isillustrated 
with several figures of tatued indi- 
viduals. I have brought his informa- 
tion together in my Memoir, "The 
"Decorative Art of British New 
"Giinea " (Cunningham Memoir, X., 
Roil. Irish Acad., 1894, pp. 171-178). 
Finally, A. C. English gives illustrations of seventeen designs employed in the Rigo 
District -(Ann. Rept. B.N.G., C.A. 35-1894, p. 69), he mentions on what parts of 
the body the several designs are tatued, one pattern is "1 tatue(d on either side 
" of the vulva, and until this design is tatued on the girl she is of no value as a wife." 
Several designs "are used on both sexes, and nre distinctions for taking life." The 
following is the only other information Mr. English gives :-" The implements used in 
" tatuing are a very sharp thorn, a small mallet, and a paste prepared from burnt gum 
" and indiarubber. An old woman is generally the operator. The design is painted on 
" the skin and pricked in. Different designs have different significations." 
A. C. HADDON. 
FIG. 2. 
Sinai. Thompson. 
A Note on Sinaltic Antiquities. By R. Campbell Thompson. 
In October 19D)2 I made a shooting-trip to the Siraaitic Peniusula, and, since 
some atteutiou has lately been (rawn to the aintiquities of this region by the Egypt 
Exploration Futnd's Expedition of 1904-1905, a few notes of what I saw may be of 
interest o the readers of 
MAN. Throughthecourtesy 
of Mr. F. E. Crow, the 
British Consul at Suez, I 
was able to start a day or 
two after my arrival there, 
with three good camels and 
two Arabs, and as on the 
way to Serbal my caravan 
would pass near the 
Egyptian temple to Hathor 
(near the turquoise mines) 
at Sarabit el-Kbadm, I in- 
tended to make an examina* 
tion of its condition. 
This temple was ex- 
bmined and drawn by the 
FIG. 1.-GEN'ERAL VIEW OF THE TEMPLE, PARIBIT 
EL-KHADM. 
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